KINEMATIC MODELS

3-1

THE :MEANING OF �lODELS

The term model evokes many interpretations if considered in
detail. In the large sense of the word, however, there is the
implication that a model-,vhatever its form-establishes com
munication and furnishes an understanding transcending the
,vritten word. :\1odel has nothing to do ,vith size: it has to do
only ,vith perceptive form.
l\!Iodels of varied kinds have been used for millennia. Depend
ing on their purpose, models may express ideas of design, confirm
or negate an assumption or hypothesis, guide analytical reasoning
away from a false path, obtain fundamental data, and so on.
In the study of models we shall be principally concerned ,vith
hardware types suitable for kinematics. These represent a
language of a very special kind, quite distinct from the conven
tional symbolic notations that have been devised for convenience
and manipulative procedures. lVIodels are a visual language.
The figures of a geometer are models: with them the relations
of points, lines, angles, and planes are kept track of. But ordi
nary geometry is static, one diagram being sufficient. Kine
matics is geometry in motion: there is a ne,v diagram for each
instant. Displacement, the first aspect of motion, demands a
movable geometric figure capable of displaying (1) the changing
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relations of angles and line lengths, (2) the position changes of points,
and (3) the curves traced by the points. It is one thing to show a
mechanism in a given position, and quite another to show several phases,
separating each phase in the welter of lines. In fact, the time spent in
making a model may very ,veil be less than that required to pursue graph
ically a motion through the several phases judged to be critical or of
interest. Good and bad transmission angles will discover themselves,
unexpected change points may appear, and the like. A model certainly
furnishes the quickest way to the display of coupler-point curves.
While Lagrange's epoch-making "Niechanique analytique" was
further distinguished by a total lack of figures, most persons require
diagrams and sketches to define the geometrical relations according to
which their work proceeds. Kinematic models able to demonstrate the
displacement relations (among other things) consequent to any position
are the kinematic equivalents of the geometer's diagrams and the mechan
icist's figures.
With a spatial mechanism the drafting problem may verge on
the unspeakable because of the maze of construction lines and the need
for auxiliary views. Spatial models, more difficult to construct than
their planar counterparts, are nevertheless well worth the trouble, for
situations defying the imagination are put on display.
Kinematic models fall into three categories. The first group is
composed of models that the instruct-or demonstrates to the class: all
members of the class may or may not follow the motions as they come
and go. The models of the second group are those which are available
for personal manipulation and study ("fussing"). The third and most
re,varding category embraces all models, no matter ho,v crude or rude,
made by the interested individual. This group, and ,ve denote it as
the "do-it-yourself" variety, is the most valuable of the lot. The virtue
and merit come from the fact that the man who builds his own models
who nurses them along and makes them work-has lived ,vith the mecha
nism and learned its moods. Because of this intimacy the model builder
learns much more than the model viewer or model fusser.
Fortunately, a great number of planar models of even considerable
complication can be made on a desk top from materials and office equip
ment at hand: no machine-shop facilities are required. Cardboard strips,
thumbtacks, scissors, knife, adhesive, etc., are the materiel and tools.
Spatial models, having links subjected to bending and torsion and con
nections such as ball-and-socket joints and cylindrical pairs, require
metal 1 and somewhat more in the ,vay of a "shop" facility, but no high
grade shop ,vith elaborate tools. 1'he model maker, in using whatever
1

It is possible to fold torsionally and flexurally stiff links from cardboard,
but rnetal strips, if available, are more satisfactory.
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material is convenient, will have to supply ingenuity, patience, and time.
However, after gaining a little experience, the time expended on a model
will be reduced and a simple model produced with little effort. Another
,vay of putting this is to say that not only can standard situations be
investigated-those presented in a book or paper, say-but different pro
portions of the links (lengths) may also be looked at. All this is much
more satisfying and instructive than being bound to a prepared model
of invariant proportions (e.g., the first and second categories mentioned
earlier) or trying to folio"' link motions on a drawing. This is not to
say that drawing-board work can be dispensed with; on the contrary,
the drawings become much more meaningful. 1Iodels augment draw
ings; they do not supplant them.
It is of these do-it-yourself models that we shall speak after having
considered something of the gen:-ral background of kinematic model
,vork.

3-2

HISTORICAL SURVEY

Geometric models of various sorts have an ancient history. For
example, Archimedes (third century B.c.) ,veighed models of parabolic
segments before developing the theorem that the parabolic area is two
thirds of the area of the circumscribing parallelogram. Archimedes is
also kno,vn to have made a planetarium of some kind in ,vhich the motions
of the sun, moon, and planets were displayed. We note that this early
kinematic model was concerned with showing the relative motions of
points. :\lore elaborate devices of the same nature, but operating by
wheehvork and stemming from the eighteenth century, are known as
.
orrer1es.
Nonkinematic models of the past and present are legion. Archi
tects and builders of medieval times made models of their cathedral
structures to plan the erection of the stonework. For centuries ships
were built by the scaling up of dimensions taken from hand-carved hulls.
In the elaborate "Admiralty models," details such as interior framing,
decks, and most other structural features were included. For the
seventeenth century one may read that it had become the "custom of
the times" to develop large-scale undertakings from the miniature. To
do more than mention the models used by all phases of the aircraft
industry would be to belabor the point.
An early, perhaps first, discussion of kinematic models stems
from Robert Willis (1800-1875), the kinematician of Cambridge.
Willis was the successor to the Rev. William Farish, a remarkable man.
Farish (1759-1837) occupied the chair of chemistry before being elected
to the office of Jacksonian professor of natural and experimental philoso-
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phy in the year 1813. We read in Willis (1851) that Farish "soon after
commenced a Course of Lectures on Arts and l\1anufactures, which he
repeated yearly until his death in 1837. The plan of this Course included
the exhibition of almost all the more important machines which were
then in use in the manufactures of Britain. 1'his led him to conceive
the possibility of devising a system of mechanical apparatus consisting
of the separate parts of which machines are made, so adapted to each
other, that they might admit to being put together at pleasure in the
form of any machine that might be required." 1 Willis goes on to say
that by 1837, when he himself became Jacksonian professor, "it appeared
. . . that his [Farish's] idea of a Protean mechanism "·as capable of
being carried out in a different and more complete manner, so as to be
of greater practical utility, and of a more extensive application to philo
sophical apparatus in general."
Few details are known about the Farish "system," but the pieces
were chiefly made of metal, some of the steel shafting being of ¾-in.
octagon section. Willis said:
The entire plan . . . had the merit of great simplicity and
ingenuity, but the machines ,vere apt to appear somewhat
embarrassed and complicated by the variety of clamps and
junctions of the framework. It is to be regretted that the
ingenious inventor of this mechanism did not draw up a detailed
account of his system. rfhe general appearance of his models
may be gathered from the sketch of an optical grinding engine
appended to his Paper on Isometrical Perspective. . ..
This is Fig. 3-1. In this paper J.'arish proposed the no,v ,videly used
isometric perspective of 30°, derived from sighting do,vn the diagonal
of a cube. He coined the name isometric, since the three perpendicular
dimensions of the cube were equal.
Building on the experience of his predecessor, and taking advan
tage "of the facilities which the improved state of machine-making
afforded," Willis devised a rather complete system, or kit, of parts, 2
giving all dimensions, naming the pieces, and so on. He recommended.
that each setup, once achieved and in ·operating order, be sketched in
isometric projection for the record.
The various parts of the WilJis kit were also substantial, since
These lectures became part of the curriculum designed to liberalize educa
tion in the classics!
2 It seems that these kit parts have not been preserved. Such n1odels as are
ascribed to Willis-and a few still exist at Cambridge-are made of n1a.terials and
components quite different from those described so glowingly in 1851.
1

d,e appo,.""U"""', int.-n&d for J..,,u,..,.hall 11"'1 hdore lar�o audien""",
noodeJ �euorou• prupo;tiou• for vi.il;i]ity. The shafting dian,el<er
var;.,dlrom-lto l in.;theitshl<>!nndlramework ii11 lc11Ktho up t,<> !Oft)
�-e,,,, o{ lt- by 2t,-in. wood; ""lit iron wa, ullod for br1>Cket.s, etc., the
oonneclion, of \lie /ramin1t bein� ma<l� witl, J-in. bolt�
Willi,foundithathi,cxtendodi,y<tem.,compli,l,eJ!ourpurpooc-o
(l)thoi conotrncfa"'ofi 1110,,lel,i ofrne<lurni,u'"'uchudi..,u"""'1iut,;,
"l'rinciplc,a of Mechaniom" (18·11); (2) the oo,..t.ruet>On of oompMe
machi,,..;(3)"the,m,.trnct>Oua11da"AollCm<ntoliappan,t1"fo,E.J>Cri1111mta! Philoooplty iu �•neral '; (4)"tho \rW of new oomLinatio,,. •n,I
origino.t,_,.rch."
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We see from the Farish-Willis efforts that the first formal kine
matic models were assembled as needed from a kit of parts and taken
down •after use; no permanent display of models ,vas maintained.
Some idea of Willis' system of components may be gained from
Fig. 3-2. Here, in \Villis' fig. 47, parts have been assembled into "an
arrangement for the exhibition of trial of various regulators for mecha-
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- Mode.is built from Willis' kit of components. Their identification is
taken from \Villis (1851): fig. 45, parallel-motion curve machine; fig. 46, friction
engine; fig. 47, equatorial clock; figs. 48, 49, hook bolts; fig. 50, detail of pendulum.
FIGURE
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nism moved by weight"; and "fig. 46 is a machine to elucidate the laws
of friction."
The eye-catching upper-left figure must also be described by
Willis:
Figure 4:) is a machine to describe the curves that belong to
parallel motions 1 under various proportions of the radius rods
and link, and different positions of the describing point upon the
latter. . . . A parallel motion consists of two radius rods con
nected by a link: a pencil is attached to this link, and ,vhen the
rods are made to turn about their fixed centres of motion, the
pencil describes a curve, \\·hich, under certain proportions
bet"·een the lengths of rods, link, etc., possesses the property
that a part of its length hs so nearly rectilinear, that in practice
it may be employed as if it ,vere a true straight line.
Willis has just described what is today called the four-bar linkage
and the couple1·-point curves that it can draw. We note his emphasis
on the "nearly rectilinear" portions of the curve ; today we speak of
approxi1nate straight-line segments. In Willis' time there was a greater
interest in such parallel-motion linkages because of the steam engine.
As noted earlier, Watt had shown the way in 1 784 when he devised a
four-bar linkage whose coupler point guided the upper end of his piston
rod along an approximate straight line, good enough for his purpose.
In Watt's day, long before the invention of the planer (1817), pin-con
nected linkages ,vere readily made, while sliding crossheads ,vere not.
1

Willis (1841 ed., p. 399) explains:

A parallel n1otion is a tenn so1new hat a\\·kwardly applied to a combination
of jointed rods, the purpose of which is to cause a point to describe a straight
line by communicating to it sin1ultaneously two or more motions in circular
arcs, the deviations of these motions from rectilinearity being n1ade as
nearly as possible to counteract each other.
The rectilinear motion so produced is not strictly accurate, but by properly
proportioning the parts of the contrivance, the errors are rendered so slight
that they 1nay be neglected.
Kempe (p. 49; see Bibliography) says:
I have been more than once asked to get rid of the_ objectionable term
"parallel motion." I do not know how it came to be employed, and it
certainly does not express what is intended. The apparatus does not give
"parallel motion," but approximate "rectilinear motion." The expression,
however, has now become crystallized, and I for one cannot undertake to
find a solvent.
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"breadboard" or base of some sort. A very convenient base is a piece
of ½-in.-thick insulating board, cut to 8½- by 1 1-in. size. If this is not
available, several thicknesses of carton stock wiJI also serve. Such
materials accept thumbtacks readily and also permit their easy retrac
tion. A piece of paper, on which the frame points and other pertinent
data have been entered, may be stapled over the base so that coupler
curves may be drawn on it, etc.
The previous remarks give some idea of what may be involved
i n the construction of planar models. The problems incident to various
situations-sired by necessity and born out of trouble-cannot be dis
cussed in detail, but solutions will present themselves. There will be
annoyances, such as buckling links, the need for reconnection ·in order
to have one link pass over another, sliders that stick or are too loose, and
so on. The need for some debugging should always be anticipated. A
little patience and a light touch \\>·ill help. The model will be a pretty
thing to see when it runs; not the least of the pleasure is to note the
amount of quantitative information that is furnished, in addition to the
basic qualitative data.
The four-bar linkage and the study of some of its moods are ideal
for first models. The four-bar is perhaps the most widely used linkage,
for despite its apparent simplicity- only three moving parts- it manages
to conceal a great sophistication. To start with, there are of course as
many mechanisms as there are links, a different link being fixed to define
each case. In addition, the link proportions (lengths) or parameters
control the extent of the relative motion bet\veen any t,vo connected
links. We may have a particular interest in the motions of the two links
connected to the frame. Confining our attention to the four-bar linkage,
we shall call a link able to rotate continuously in the same direction a
crank; if it can only oscillate, a rocker. The remaining moving link is
the coupler.
Possible combinations of frame-connected links yield crank
rocker, double-crank, and double-rocker mechanisms: we shall call these
different kinds. Criteria for the various situations may be studied with
the aid of the Grashof relation.
Let us identify the longest link as l, the shortest as s, and the
remaining two as p and q. The fo1lowing relations, stated without proof,
are valid:
1 . A Grashof four-bar is one in \Vhich the sum of the lengths
of the longest and shortest links is less than the sum of the
lengths of the other two links, that is, l + s < p + q. Then
a, b. Two different crank-rocker n1echanisms are possible. In
each case, the shortest link will be the crank, the frame
being either adjacent link.
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c. One double-crank (drag-link) 1nechanism results when

the shortest link is the frame.
d. One double-rocker 1nechanisn1 is formed when the link
opposite the shortest is the frame.
2. If l + s > p + q, then only double-rocker mechanisms result ;
there will be four, depending on which link is n1ade the frame.
3. If l + s = p + q, the four possible 1nechanisn1s are like those
of (1), all, however, suffering fron1 a condition known as change
point. At the change point the centerlines of all links become
collinear1 whence the cranks n1ay change direction of rotation
unless given guidance.
4. a. The parallelogram linkage is a special case of (3); all four
mechanisms are double cranks if they are controlled through
the change points.
b. The deltoid linkage is the other possible special case of (3).
In this, two equal short links are connected to two equal
longer links, and in that order. With a long side as frame,
a crank rocker is possible ; the frame as short side may give a
double-crank mechanism, in which the short rotating link
makes two turns to the longer link's one. t The uncertainties
of these mechanisms are related to getting past the change
points.
::\[echanisms to the foregoing proportions may be investigated on
the drawing board. Greater satisfaction is derived from a set of models,
for which some convenient dimensions are suggested:
I Links 1.5, 3, 4, and 5 in. long
II Links 2.5, 3, 4, and 5 in. long
III Links 2, 3, 4, and 5 in. long
Linkages made to the above dimensions are shown in Fig. 3-4.
In addition, there is a parallelogram linkage. 'fhe links may be con
nected in any order, for the relations of l + s and p + q are invariant
with respect to the link sequence. The models sho,vn can be held in
the hand, although it may be desirable to thumbtack the link chosen as
fixed to the breadboard.
Another example involves the most spectacular feature of the
four-bar linkage, the coupler-point curve, familiarly called the coupler
curve. A coupler point is any point of the coupler plane. We recall
that any actual coupler is only a discrete part of the plane-as much as
may be useful or necessary. Only two points of the coupler plane have
rotational motion ; all other points are said to have planar motion,
treated as a combination of translation and rotation. The coupler
This is what the Germans call a Galloway mechanism, after the Engli!'Jh
engineer who patented it in 1844.
1
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mate dwell while the coupler moves over the approximate circular arc
and the crank rotates continuously. This dwell period, like the approxi
mate straight-line motion, may be good enough for many purposes.
Since four-bar coupler points generally describe sixth-order curves,
their curves will possess neither truly straight lines nor truly circular
arcs-but they may be satisfactory approximations. A different d\\rell
mechanism may be constructed by utilizing the "straight" portion of
the curve.
· Other examples of planar mechanisms are shown in Fig. 3-7. The
method of coping with sliders is indicated, and it must be admitted that
the simple-harmonic-motion device has an action that leaves something
to be desired. The Atkinson engine model (upper left) unravels the
mystery of how four piston stror.'38 per crankshaft revolution may be
achieved by having the piston rod driving along a coupler-point curve.
Other situations that also seem confusing when seen as only drawings,
such as the Nordberg radial-engine linkage (upper right), and even the
conventional radial engine (coupler curve again!), are clarified by models.
A moving link of each of the last two models was made of l\1ylar to permit
a view of the curves traced by points of the moving link.
The last three models ,vere constructed on pieces of manila folder
cut to 8½ by 11 in.; their format allows them to be carried in notebooks
and stored in file folders.

3-4

S P AT I A L K I N E M A T I C M O D E L S

To put it some,vhat inelegantly, spatial linkages are those taking
motion around a corner, whereas planar linkages merely transform
motion in a plane. In leaving the plane and adding an effective third
linear dimension to the links, the forces at the connections of the no,v
nonflat links give rise to bending moments and torques. These moments
and torques require that the links be stiffer to maintain the geometrical
truth of the connections. Generally speaking, cardboard links will no
longer do unless they are formed to give substantial moduli of inertia;
and neither is the cardboard convenient for t,visted links or the fashion
ing of cylinqric and spheric pairs. In consequence, it is usually best to
use metal, whose choice of form-strip, rod, or tube-depends on the
method of fabrication and the nature of the connections between links.
Spatial mechanisms of less than seven links will contain cylindric and
spheric connections, both more difficult to make than the turning and
sliding pairs of planar mechanisms, and metal links lend themselves to
this sort of thing. rfhe models of Fig. 3-8 sho,v some solutions to various
problems.
It is evident that such spatial models do require more of a shop

than ioeootJodefo,eth,,e..,.,;truotiot,e<J( pla""' model, lluteitei,e,I..,
obviOW1eUialelho-,yeoliop,quipm.n> i.e1ninimaJ.
The b.oeoi -.. cut from packin,:......, lumt,,,,-. "l'l,e ,h&ftin,: ;1
l,ruingeN>d ; etheeflate,t,ipoe<J(eth,,eoylin,hicepoi,.ehapPf"letoebeebt-.
It wa, M!lveni,n, to mok� ,o,ne luteo.u,l(S ,-:ia 1h,...,i.,.1 N>d ond. and
,appodholeo. Theb.11"of.theeophe,K>llejoint!earenwlcolepia,t.ieet,,-,.d,
kolOWll.e,.. Pop-it, availablee., ,,..u "-"P'-"'""· l'op,, dipo ool,WNJe..,
theecanlof.,,,ntho-1,;eu. TI,oi..putohof,-.,.e,_,�;,,.J toe,no\ion
of ,x�yerototioo, bye1..-oot,.pk,lefiltin,:intoegrooveo in theeohaf"'- Sere,r
eynoeouppo,tin•etheeoutputelinkoep,er,nitethee,imultanevw,et,anolati<>n
,ud rototiOfl of. the N>d "°""t,tutin• "" elen,...,t ol the <}·liudrN". output
�"
Some •i-tiol .,...., J...,J,mo ..-hooo linU ,,.,, "''"""'"e<I by only
t,irning ""i,._e111cb .. tbeett<nnett.e11,aro, ,wl f".oldl><,•,em..oy bee,...<1o
d,e•r,e:-iu.eoh<,e1-m,taie,t•i l'• ou• .. hlvetw°"""'e•"doon""'t<,,lhyeme<al
eyelet. (fip. :J..D ,.,d ;1-10). Eyel<I kit, and ..,1ia11 <ool (, ,,,.,1., name
;, Driu)em1yeheefouo.deiuehal'"0..-,,., .....,..e.,,,1eBOtionoecoonteroeoledion;
''°""· Thoe"''" of. t!, c turnin.g po.;,,. ha,-.. b<en emiohU.,o,! by oolderm•
wi...,. into ,he ew,!ct,, n,, ,.,min• poi,. of •�h«icol linka� �110,· ,

'
. .... 't,,µJe;
... -.. .e • +·, ,.,.1,e- ,..e.... o1 , , 2 w1 ,. ·e,
"""""eo/eJOe..,d W". (R;,1,1) A ('-,ldt..,, 5n<>I' -h>oiao,, Ak,mmome,t,;,
'-' f-"- "ldth.n-•• ...J....,.,, .... ;-. ,,..1. - ,;..-,,: 1,,- ot-.t gj b,- Jj i•.

llimpki eardboardi oonotructioni WJ&S.i 12-llior>di lZ-13). !tiUli .-e!l,ioft<,r
loyin1i outi lbei e,entnr.li � ol tboi linkagei thoti d,:6,,.i ,b,oi _..,,._i to
,utthoi-=toni f..,.io..Jhill#themi.-ithi mul<in�itapo(noti...llopha,,.
tape). Thi,,provitk,,oilreern"'->On,i.-ithootith,biaoiolj..t oifold.ian,t
ollo,.olayi n,i: iniwi- l-Oicallioutthoi._..,. ol rott.tioo.
Spherical ;o,,,1-1i ofi higher ,,uality than tho t-dond p,oper-<lip
typo an, a,-ailoble ;,. • '""'""Y of oi-, padeo. onplar motioo, ar>d rod
•nda. Th,,i, - ;,, o!,own ini Fi1.i IZ-lt
Fo,i w,ryi -Wi n>Odob• ..,.h ... tb<.i net<k,di fo,i quaotitati,·e
veri6<a1N>D.i rom....,..Wlyi o,-.ilahloi ..,.,,pon,nt.oi mayi olt<,ni bei .-li to
l(OOO od,
..ntqe. � ntiliation of po,ru onch _.. i-r,"-11 ouppo,to.
bnri np. olwti "l[, ..,.urot<ly divided dWo, and ,..,ro� 1..__ only wch
thi np .. aanbforil<>eoli manufO<'tur,,i(fl,11. IZ-16)
Tho fo«g<>in� n,ot<,,..,lo a"d motho<h ..ei.t;,,_ l-0 model "°"""<U¢
ti<wn haV<1 '-n -•W ui..._,iona. C".,.,_,,inlyi oth,,tima1er..,ba11<I
t<,ChniqUMi willi 1P,..,i «,ua.llyi •liBfacto,y.i o,i ,--.,,i hM.,..,,i ,_,lta. Tho
pri1><ip,o.Jiid.ot. Ul l-Oibuildmodebondnoteth,imotl0fleha.-.ct<,riat1,-th,3·
.,.,,apo,W,,olid!:1D0081nil�

.,.,... i-,0i .........i ou....,i _h.......i........i.. ...., .,,.....,...i,:,1,_i !lloo ot
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